
Attaching machines
Optimal 1600 (rear or front attachment)

Optimal 2300 (rear or front attachment)

Perfekt 1800 (rear and / or front attachment)

Perfekt 2500 (rear and / or front attachment)
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Image: Front attaching machine Optimal 1600 with side brush
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A Westermann that can clean!

 

Characteristics
By developing the attachment machines „Optimal“ and 
„Perfekt“ the company Westermann got high quality and ro-
bust cleaning machines for the rear attachment or the front 
attachment on different tractors and loaders. 

Big and stable tyres carry the attachment machines above 
every surface very safely. As a result of that there is a very calm 
driving style and together with the big spinning brush convin-
cing cleaning results can be achieved.
The sweeper fit optimally to every surface because of the 
mounted pendulum compensation. During sweeping the brus-
her roller also puts the dirt directly into the including collec-
ting box.

The attaching machines are not only good assistants for clea-
ning large areas in the agriculture sector. There are many dif-
ferent application areas in municipal or public sectors, too.

It will facilitate your work enormously in this areas

 courtyard areas
 horse yards
 industrial and commercial sites
 public sectors (cleaning streets, cleaning market
 places, ect)
 cleaning halls

Attaching machines - at a glance
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Image: Attaching sweeper Optimal 2300

for cleaning large
courtyard areas

stable, big tyres carry the 
machine very safely

free sweeping is possible

Attaching sweepers

Optimal 1600
(for rear and front attachment)

Optimal 2300
(for rear and front attachment)
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A Westermann that can clean!
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(Technical data are approximate and non-binding.)

Swinging out the collecting box.

Image: Attaching sweeper Optimal 2300

Das Video zu

Optimal 2300

finden Sie hier!

Optimal 2300 ffor rear attachment.

Technical data
Maschinentyp                   Optimal 1600                      Optimal 2300
        - rear attachment      - front attachment - rear attachment     - front attachment
Working width 1600 mm 2300 mm
Brush diameter 520 mm
Collecting box (depth) D = 360 mm
Collecting box (emptying) mechanical emptying, hydraulical possible (for surcharge)
Pivoting mechanical, hydraulical possible (for surcharge)
Supporting tyres (280 mm x 80 mm)      2                       3   2            3
Drive Gerotormotor
max. working pressure 180 bar
Volume min. 20 ltr./Min.
No. of turns of brushing roller 100 - 200 U/Min.
Weight app. 280 kg app. 315 kg

More than 90° Neigung!

Advantages and special features

With the attaching sweepers „Optimal 1600“ and „Optimal 2300“  there were 
developed two high qualitiy and robust sweeper for cleaning large courtyard 
areas. These two machines don‘t differ by their power but only by their size.

Both of the machines have a brushing roller of 520 mm width, which pushes the 
dirt directly into the collecting box. This collecting box is part of the standard 
equipment and it is additionally protected by hardwearing plastic skids.
The collecting box can easily be lifted up, so it doesn‘t have to be dismounted for 
free sweeping. Via hydraulic cylinder or on the mechanical way the sweeper can 
be pivoted to the left or to the right. The attaching sweepers of the series „Op-
timal“ can be equipped with a side brush. This optimates the desired cleaning 
results. The stable and big tyres carry this machine safely over every surface. The 
3rd guide wheel at the front attachment machine also prevents a bouncing of the 
machine.

If the bristles of the brush are 
worn, the brush can easily be ad-
justed and fitted in the 
height by a slot hole 
and a  lever.

Optimal 1600 with big tyre and
pendulum balance with support.
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Image: Attaching sweeper Perfekt 2500

Attaching sweepers

Perfekt 1800
(for rear and / or front attachment)

Perfekt 2500
(for rear and / or front attachment)

side brush not neccessary

fits to every unevenness

shock-resistant, stable and
stainless plastic coverage
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A Westermann that can clean!
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Technical data

(Technical data are approximate and non-binding.)

Image: Attaching sweeper Perfekt 2500

Type of machine   Perfekt 1800             Perfekt 2500
Working width   1800 mm             2500 mm
Diameter of brush  600 mm
Brush Pendulum balance for ideal ground contours, automatical relief of brush
Collecting box  Depth = 430 mm,
 big, hydraulic emptied collecting box with hardwearing skids
Coverage all-round sealed design, made of shock-resistant  stable plastic,
 side covers can be tipped up for sweeping flush to the wall
Chassis galvanized, hydraulically pivoting, NO side brush neccessary
Tyres                                                     3 big an stable tyres                                     4 big and stable tyres                                                                 
                                                               with greasable slew rings                           with greasable slew rings
Drive Gerotormotor
Weight                                                   app. 410 kg                   app. 440 kg
Mounting options rear and front attachment possible because of different mounting plates,
 mounting on different tractors and loaders possible

You will find the video 

of  Perfekt 1800/

2500 right here!

Advantages and special features
 
These two machines „Perfekt 1800“ and „Perfekt 2500“ with their robust chassis 
made of galvanized steel are characterized by their all-round sealed design. 

A shock-resistant, stable and stainless plastic coverage covers the high dimensi-
oned brushing roller (600 mm brush diameter). That is why there is barely dust 
while sweeping a surface. The brushing roller with pendulum suspension fits op-
timally to every surface and moreover they are discharged.
Sweeping flush to the wall is possible by tipping up the side covers. That ist why 
an additional, expensive side brush is not neccessary. The pivoting of the ma-
chine  happens mechanically or hydraulically. This delivers respectable cleaning 
results.
The collecting box with its robust protection skids will also be hydraulically emp-
tied. Big and particularly stable tyres with greasable slew rings make the machi-
ne drive safely and perfectly above every surface.

Because of different adap-
ter plates the „Perfekt“ can 
be modified in a very short 
time. So it can be offered 
as a version for rear loader, 
front loader or as a front hy-
draulic verion.

You will find the video of  Perfekt 1800/
2500 right here!

Additional side brush not neccessary. Perfekt 1800 for front attachment. Perfekt 2500 for rear attachment.
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Characteristict
Westermanns attaching machines can be moun-
ted on different carrying vehicles very easily and 
without any tools. They are the ideal assistants 
for working on the courtyard area. 

All existing vehicles become perfectly working 
cleaning machines in just a few simple steps. 
They will facilitate your work enormously.
Next to the courtyard area and the feed alley 
especially the stable area will be maintainted. 
The animals running and lying surfaces will be 
cleaned very quickly and with a convincingly result.

The attaching machines will facilitate your 
work enormously in this areas

 courtyard areas
 horse yards
 industrial and commercial sites
 agriculture (sweeping courtjard, treeting
 animal feed, cleaning / washing slatted  
 floors, cleaning lying surfaces)

Attaching machines - at a glance
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Attaching machines
for different carrying vehicles

attaching radial brush R 1200/R 1400

attaching food auger FA 1200

attaching scraper ASS 1200

attaching washer

attaching spreader

Image: Carrying vehicle with radial brush R 1200
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